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DATE FOR BANQUET CHOSEN

BUCKNAM HON. HOOP CAPTN.

OUTSTANDING PLAYER ON FRESHMAN SQUAD REWARDED WITH HONORARY CAPTAINCY

At a meeting of the Numeral Club last week, Gilbert Bucknam, of Dexter, was elected honorary captain of the freshman basketball team. Bucknam was an outstanding player all through the season and played in all the games on the A team schedule. His election to the honorary captaincy was a reward for his fine work as guard and his long accurate shots when at a distance from the basket. He could always be depended on to sink a long one at a critical moment in close contests.

Bucknam played guard on the Dexter High quintet in his last two years and was captain when a senior. He is exceptionally fast on the floor and plays cautiously both on the offense and defense.

LENTEN SERVICE IN LITTLE THEATRE

Another weekly Lenten Service was held in the Little Theatre of Alumni Hall Wednesday afternoon.

A piano recital by Lionel Desjardins preceded the program. The service was opened by a violin duet by Shirley and Stanley Young. Professor Clelland presented a most interesting address stressing the "invariability of the moral law". The service closed with a hymn and benediction.

LEW KYER AND ORCHESTRA HIRED FOR NIGHT OF BANQUET

According to an announcement made last week by the class banquet committee, the banquet will be given in Bangor, April 15, at the city Auditorium. An appetizing menu is being planned for about four hundred freshmen. Lew Kyer and his orchestra have been hired to play during the banquet. Transportation to and from Bangor will be by special trolley cars.

The cost per person for the banquet was included in the class dues which were paid last semester. There will be no extra cost.

The banquet is an annual event sponsored by each freshman class. It is usually held on the night of the Sophomore has as freshmen are not allowed to attend it. It is also customary for each class to capture the president of the other class thereby preventing their attending these two affairs.

NOTICE

There will be a compulsory meeting of the banquet committee Tuesday night March 20, at 7.30 in the M. C. A. Building. All members must be present or represented by proxy.

READ THE SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "TRASHMAN" ON PAGE FIVE

EXCLUSIVE TRUE CONFESSION OF '37 MAN
DR. CROSBY SPEAKS AT Y.W. MEETING

SPEAKS ON "LIFE OF VITALITY"
AT MAPLES, LAST WED.

A girls' freshman Y meeting was held Wednesday evening at the Maples. A few familiar songs were sung before the speaker was introduced. "Lib" Ashby introduced the speaker, Dr. Ruth Crosby, whose speech was entitled, "The Life of Vitality".

Dr. Crosby feels that too much time is spent on several different outside activities instead of devoting all one's spare time to one field and becoming efficient in that one thing.

Dr. Crosby also suggests that students give up nine tenths of their outside activities and enter into one or two which would give them most satisfaction. It is her idea that should have some time to themselves, just to sit and think.

FIVE FRESHMEN IN MAINE MASQUE

PROFESSOR BAILEY GIVE HUMOROUS INTERPRETATION OF OLD SOL

The Maine Masque presented its third play this season "Both Your Houses", by Maxwell Anderson Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The performance was extremely well done. To Professor Bailey belongs all the bouquets. Mr. Bricker took his role in a perfect manner. Five Freshmen appeared in the cast. Forrest Morton assured himself many parts in the future with his excellent portrayal of Simeon Gray. Lavery, Woods and Whiting did themselves proud in their roles of slightly corrupt congressmen.

WINNSLOW WINS ALL MAINE TITLE

DEFEAT LEWISTON BY 35 TO 24 SCORE IN MEMORIAL GYM SAT.

A fast-playing, sharp-shooting Winslow high team defeated Lewiston high in the Memorial Gym Saturday afternoon by a 35-24 score for the State of Maine championship. Winslow jumped into an early lead after scoring the first two goals only to lose it at the end of the half when the score was 18-16 for their hard fighting and determined opponents.

Lewiston could not maintain their lead during the second half due to the strong offense and close defense that Winslow set up, after the tall Winslow center, Turlo, sank a field goal from under the basket to even the score 20-20. It was a fast and hard-fought game up to the final gun when it ended with Winslow still in the lead with 35 points tallied to their credit against 24 of Lewiston.

Turlo, center, and Fred Savasuk, guard, starred for Winslow while Tardif, center, and Stasulis, forward, were outstanding for Lewiston.

---
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EDITORIAL

We heartily agree with our parent newspaper, the CAMPUS, in their suggestion that "the tomato can ash and cigarette receptacles placed at various intervals in the corridors and stairways of Stevens Hall be replaced with ones that would be more attractive and in keeping with the general appearance of the new building. We noticed that six or seven of those disfiguring articles were scattered about Alumni Hall recently at a stag dance. They may serve their purpose satisfactorily but at the same time they are prominent eyesores and as such should be replaced.

CALENDAR

VACATION IS COMING***SPRING IS HERE
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MIDSEMESTERS ARE COMING TOO***RE T
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN

The following letter was sent to Dorothy Dix, eminent love advisor on a Boston newspaper, but was intercepted by a member of the TRASHMAN staff who felt it was unfair for a member of the class of '37 to patronize a rival paper in preference to the one sponsored by his own class. Hence the TRASHMAN has undertaken to answer the following pathetic appeal for help.

Dear Miss Dix,

I am pure, innocent, and up to the present time have been untouched by the lure of the fairer sex. However I have become aware of a violent desire in the past week for the companionship of an attractive co-ed by the name of Helen Thompson. I think of her continually and wonder if you can advise me as to how I may become acquainted with her. She is rather retiring and unapproachable.

A would-be lover,
"Buttercup" Crowley

---

Dear "Buttercup",

From your letter we gather that you are "only a boy" and subject to the fatal temptations of the adolescent stage. We advise that you acquire more of a worldly manner before you attempt to break down this wall of sophisti-cated reserve that said co-ed has built up around herself.

We notice that several of your fellow classmates have acquired this desirable (?) characteristic by frequent trips after dark to Old Town. Why don't you try this method?

Cupid

---

GLEN GREY AND NATIONALLY FAMOUS CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA ENTERTAIN GUESTS OF NUMERAL CLUB

Orone, March 17 (AP) Over two hundred gayly arrayed couples joined boisterously to celebrate the annual winter formal of the freshman class, in the beautiful platinum salon of the imposing Hannibal Hamlin Hall. Sat. evening scintillating and smooth rhythms were played by Glen Grey and his nationally famous Casa Loma Orchestra from late evening to the wee hours of the following morning, when numerous staggering couples reluctantly wandered forth from this den of iniquity under the influence of sparkling wines and other potent beverages served at the revolving bar by those genial bartenders, Jack Gatti and Gary Harrington.

At various times during the evening romantic couples were seen bathed in the soft mellow light of a full moon on the roof garden terrace of the adjoining Oak Hall.

The soft purrs of luxuriant high powered cars of both foreign and domestic manufacture announced the arrival of the merrymakers early in the evening. Joe Hamlin, impressively attired in an R.O.T.C., uniform, gallantly escorted the guests from the cars to the lobby modernistically designed in antiquated green plaster and scarred wainscoting.

Prominent among the outstanding dancers were A. Ham, tastefully attired in full dress with wine-colored studs and waistcoat, with his effor-vescent and alluring companion, Teddle Scott, who were conspicuous for their seductive interpretation of the Carooca.

Chaperons were Harry McCready and his wife, the former popular Hope Wing. Instead of assuming the customary attitude taken of chaperones at such parties these two good folks joined in with the general hilarity.
THE BRANDLING IRON

Hello there my little chicks---it must be the calm before the storm because nothing has happened, well barely nothing. Everyone has gone sissie, either that or boy scoutish. Zilch my undercover agent has uncovered things--Fine old Ethel Bingle seems to have a Dartmouth boy named "Albie" pretty well sewed up. Bennet old boy, grit your teeth and choke back those sobs--ho hum, Betty Hart hopes because an East Orange gent tossed a knife recently and stabbed the faded summer love. Cozy Aliberti, the love wolf, has been discovered at last. A little Portland girl has him in the palm of her hand. And "Meat-ball" Connolly, the drum beater has a little home town trouble too. En effet he loses sleep, Zilch is investigating other cases, more fun than a barrel of monkeys. The Maples girls think that the Hannibal boys are "panzies" Because they failed to crash thru with the dorm dance--Well--the "vic" parties the girl scouts have aren't so "effervess" either----Hon Cliff has tossed her note in for an upperclassman. It looks pretty deep. "Scourge" Crabtree told Phil that he was flat broke and then ankled down to the Chateau with "Harem" Norris, Phil retaliated with a swift jab to Bangor with another gent par consequense Harry had to come home with her, all of which proves that barbed wire doesn't make good pajama strings. Faith Folger, star dramitique, ran a foul behind the scene one night at rehearsal, some one slugged her with a back drop or sompin. Ross has been initiated into the "Wet Sock" club, any more jokes boys????????????????????-----Elva Googins is all of a dither about Ding Dong Bell and Sovery, the eternal triangle----and what is the feeling between she and Dot Ayer--anyway it's mutual. The North section boys think that Crowell used to be a fence post sitter--maybe that's a little too deep--Helen Titcomb, Milderod Dixon, and Barbara Bertels have gone military--every Saturday morning they stare at the brass buttons--the Maples girls don't like it too much--"Joke" pardon me, I mean "Joe" Collinson has appeared with another flash--that makes a total of about six--six to what????????????????------Losses and Lappin mail has been very interesting this week-------Clark is turning into a playboy--"remember, Frank, many a Broadway butterfly gets its wings scorched"----Sylvia Alport is another telephone girl----well it is kinda nasty----Vance Baker and Reakos were doing places with Lucinda Rich and Helen Davis--Vance had the "rep" of being Hesron's woman hater----that just goes to show what a college education will do for you-----Hinckley says that he's never pole vaulted in his life and furthermore he's never been out for track in his teency weency whole life-----so there, you nasty old IRON man-------Littelfield thinks that May Grant is just the sweetest person, and now his pal, Phil Dalet, has to go everywhere all alone, you old meanie George------and which little coed is all for leaving school because she doesn't enjoy the way she is being used----Beisil is quite a bold boy when he is behind a door for protection------Spring is about to spring and I long for the west where men are men and pansies are flowers, so have fun this vacation------